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Message from Dean's Desk - Prof. Udai Lal Paliwal
I am elated to submit to our esteemed readers the fourth edition of
the ICNU newsletter "KALEIDOSCOPE". I am equally delighted to
congratulate Dr. Sumita Shroff Goyal, Newsletter Editor and Ms.
Nimisha Jain, Newsletter Co-ordinator and their team for working
on the newsletter.
This year has been challenging for all of us but I am ecstatic to see
all the students of ICNU shining academically. It is praiseworthy to
witness the achievements and success of our students in academics
as well as in co-curricular activities despite the pandemic. As I have
Imentioned earlier, our mission is to produce good professionals who are worthy citizens
of a great country; I have no doubt in that and I do feel pleased with the efforts of the CNU
faculty as well as the students towards achieving that mission. I am sure that this
newsletter will continue paving the way for our students to showcase the radiant colours of
their intellectual personality.

Message from Newsletter Editor - Dr. Sumita Shroff Goyal
It’s a pleasure to present the fourth edition of Institute Newsletter –
Kaleidoscope. My sincere and special thanks to our Dean – Prof
(Dr.) Udai Lal Paliwal sir for his unprecedented support for
bringing out the newsletter. I also place on record my appreciation
for the Team LITWITS led by Nimisha Jain for their sincere and
pro-active approach to make this newsletter a reality. Working with
LITWITS for this issue was a fulfilling experience. I thank Ms. Peenaz
Rohman and Mr. Rahul Ramitri (Alumni, Batch of 2016-19) for the
.
cover page photographThis
newsletter has continued to serve as a platform for our
students to showcase their innate literary and art skills, thus covering the different shades
of their intellects. The current edition continues to provide the inside story of events
organized at the institute alongside highlighting the achievements of our students. A
section on "Motivation Corner" has been introduced in this issue to share the stories of
motivation and inspiration. I hope the readers would find this newsletter interesting and
informative!

Message from Newsletter Co-ordinator - Nimisha Jain

Sometimes just thinking we can make impossible possible, gets us
half way through. This time when we started working on the
newsletter it seemed that not being together, all at one place might
be challenging. However, with the spirit of team-work LITWITS has
put all its literary and designing abilities to work to present the
fourth edition of Institute newsletter “Kaleidoscope”. The journey
from first draft to tenth draft became smooth sailing with the
constant guidance of Dr. Sumita Shroff Goyal – Newsletter Editor.
I also thank our Dean – Prof. Udai Lal Paliwal for his guidance
and support. I would like to give my special gratitude to the editing team of the newsletter.
Team LITWITS deserves cheers for their continuous efforts and cooperation!
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The LITWITS Committee

Prof (Dr.) Udai Lal Paliwal
(Dean, ICNU)
Dr. Sumita Shroff Goyal
(Newsletter Editor)
Nimisha Jain
(Newsletter Coordinator)
Paridhi Patel
(Designer)
Aastha Patidar
(Designer)
Kriti Kanodiya
(Content Writer)
Pratham Pujara
(Content Writer)

MESSAGE
LITWITS – the literary committee of
Institute of Commerce, Nirma University
is glad to present the fourth edition of
newsletter -“Kaleidoscope”. The only
constant is change and this is the most
important lesson we learnt during this
pandemic. The committee has featured in
all the virtual events in the fourth edition
of newsletter when learning and events
took place on online platform. We thank
Ms. Peenaz Rohman and Mr. Rahul
Ramitri (Alumni, Batch of 2016-19) for the
cover page photograph. We are grateful
to Prof (Dr.) Udai Lal Paliwal - Dean,
ICNU and Dr. Sumita Shroff Goyal Newsletter Editor , and excited to be
presenting the fourth edition of our biannual newsletter “Kaleidoscope”.
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Minding Money : National Webinar
The Institute of Commerce, Nirma University
(ICNU) organized a national level webinar on
“Financial Literacy and Fundamentals of
Financial Planning” on Saturday – July 04, 2020
from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm. The Institute
welcomed the participants and the guest
speakers CA Harish Menon and Mr. Bhavesh
Rajpal. Around 360 participants from all over
the country registered for the webinar of which
160 participants were present during the
webinar through Google Meet.
CA Harish Menon and Mr. Bhavesh Rajpal in
Their sessions highlighted the Techniques of
evaluating Shares, Categories of Stock and Mutual Funds through a wellconstructed power-point presentation. They also highlighted on the magnitude
of difference between returns of top performing and poorly performing mutual
funds over long periods of time.
The session was followed by an interactive Q&A session through chat box with
the participants clarifying their doubts. CA Harsh Menon and Mr. Bhavesh
Rajpal resolved the queries and answered the questions of participants with
utmost sincerity. The session was very informative and ended with a vote of
thanks to our esteemed guest and participants. A feedback form at the end was
sent to the participants to help improve future events and an E- certificate was
provided to all those who participated in the webinar.
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Welcoming Seniors to New Normal
An orientation programme was organized for the Second and Third year
students of Institute of Commerce, Nirma University (ICNU) from 16th July to
18th July 2020 to help students to embrace the new normal so that they can be
explained on how to use the intended technology efficiently to ensure smooth
delivery of the instruction and conduct of various curricular activities.
Brigadier Jeewan Rajpurohit, Group Commander, NCC Headquarter,
Gorakhpur was the chief guest for the orientation programme. Delivering a
motivating and inspiring speech, he started by explaining how the environment
and positivity of the thoughts affect our personality as well as our state of mind.
He said that if a person believes in self or his/her state of mind is good, the
person can build a powerful personality and can achieve any milestone the
person has set for him/herself. The mantra he gave was “Aham Brahmasmi”
meaning “I am the universe”. He also defined that how body reacts and works if
the feeding of the sub conscious mind is powerful, spiritual, and positive.
Through his experience he filled all of us with the spirit of belongingness and
nationalism. He ended with some life changing word, he said ‘do what you love
or start loving what you do.’
Following the speech, there was a wonderful interactive session through chat
box where the students and faculties interacted clarifying their doubts and
asking interesting questions. Brigadier Jeewan Rajpurohit resolved the queries
and answered the questions of participants with utmost sincerity. The session
was very informative and everyone appreciated it. The rest two day where about
making sure that everyone understood the severity of the situation and also the
process of online interaction and how session for the following semester would
be conducted.
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Independence Day Celebration
In the midst of the country's ongoing
coronavirus pandemic, Nirma University
celebrated the 74th Independence Day on
August 15, 2020, in accordance with the
COVID-19 guidelines established by the
Government of India. The university
marked the occasion with a small group
that included the Director General,
Executive Registrar, and Head of Institutes.
The Chief Guest was Dr. Anup K Singh,
Director General, who unfurled the
tricolour. The event was chaired over by Prof.(Dr.) Udai Paliwal, Dean, ICNU.

ICNU Welcomes the New Batch of 2020-23
The institute welcomed the new batch of 2020–23 during 17th – 20thAugust
2020. The students were inducted by organizing an induction programme
hosted by faculty coordinators – CS Karishma Butani and Dr Nitin Kumar
Saxena.
Mr. Shekhar Bhandari – President, Global Transaction Banking, Kotak Mahindra
Bank Limited graced the occasion as a chief guest. Prof.(Dr.) Udai Paliwal –
Dean, Institute of Commerce welcomed him with courtesy. The chief guest gave
his presentation and insightful information regarding future prospects in the
corporate world for commerce students. Prof Anup Singh Sir – Director General,
Nirma University also graced the occasion with his presidential remarks. Sir
focused on the significance of self-learning, taking responsibility and showcasing
modesty, professionalism and integrity, advised freshman batch to be life-long
learners and cultivate the 21st century skills of communication, technological,
innovation, teamwork and self-development. Dr. Avani Shah proposed the
formal vote of thanks to all.
Women Development Cell(WDC) is a part of Institute of Commerce, Nirma
University in pursuance of the directions issued by the UGC and Ministry of HRD
to ensure women safety in the campus. This session was conducted by the ICNU
faculty members CS Karishma Butani with the co-faulty member Dr. Avani
Shah and Prof. Ashutosh Pandey along with the student co-ordinators to
acquaint the students with the WDC. The institute welcomed the distinguished
guest speaker of the day Dr. Dimple Butani. Dr. Dimple Butani – a dentist
turned to a public health professional with the specialisation in epidemiology
and health economics has a keen interest towards understanding mental health
and destigmatize the social stigma towards various societal issues. The session
was very informative and everyone appreciated it.
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CS Karishma Butani proposed the formal vote of thanks at the end of the
session. As a part of induction programme, a session on Anti – Ragging Cell was
conducted to discuss on how to deal with situations like ragging and mental
harassment. The session was conducted by Dr. Avani Shah along with the
faculty co-ordinators Ms. Swetha Trivedi and Prof. Ashutosh Pandey as well as
through the help of the student co-ordinators. Another session on the
counselling cell was also conducted by Dr. Avani Shah. The cell is formed to
conform the implied standards of students’ welfare. Ms. Sapna Bhatt - the
University Counselor promised to be there for the students throughout their
academic stint at Nirma University. Stressing upon the need for counselors in
today’s education system, Ms. Bhatt assured the students of her credentials and
her expertise in the field.
Another session was dedicated to spread awareness among the students about
the concept and meaning of plagiarism and the stand that the institute takes on
it. Dr. Nisha Chadda explained the students about the measures that the
institute takes in order to combat plagiarism.
Lastly the upcoming batch was acquainted about various activities organized at
the Institute as well as University level, such as dance events, literary events,
creative based events, theatre events, etc. Annual workshops as well as events
are planned by various committees and clubs of ICNU and Student Welfare
Board, Nirma University. The students were also given insights about
scholarships provided at the Institute and University Level. It was a wonderful
induction with detailed understandings about campus and happening at Nirma
University as well as at Institute of Commerce.

BY: AYUSHI GUPTA (SEM III)
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Teachers' Day Celebration
Teachers are the compass which activates the
magnet of curiosity, wisdom and knowledge
in each and every one of us. September 5 –
the
birth
anniversary
of
Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan is marked as Teachers' Day
and we celebrate it with joy and a lot of
excitement to show our love and respect
towards our teachers .This year the
celebrations were done virtually due to the
Covid pandemic. The program started by
seeking the blessing of Goddess Saraswati followed by dance performances,
music and instrumental presentation by first and second year students, a small
tribute to the hard work of our teacher in the form of skit by first year students,
a fun quiz for all the teacher by second year students. As a token of love third
year students presented a small speech about their memories with teachers.
Teachers play important part in any student’s life but there always something
special and different about each teacher and so to tell them what we as students
feel is special about them, second year students presented them titles. With this
fun and very interesting celebration, Prof.(Dr.) Udai Lal Paliwal - Dean ICNU
motivated everyone for all the future projects.
The Teachers' Day is surely celebrated once in an year but teachers should be
told and appreciated every day for all the hard-work , they put just tell share and
spread knowledge.

.
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BY: AYUSHI GUPTA (SEM 4)
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Motivation Corner: A Motivator's Story
Contributed by Mr. Ashish Korat (Alumni, Batch of 2016-19)
“Success isn’t always about greatness. It’s about consistency. Consistent hard work
leads to success. Greatness will come.” – Dwayne Johnson, “The Rock”.
What you were and what you are do not define what you will be. Your willingness,
hard work, and consistency will help you achieve what you want to be. Here I am
sharing a real-life story of an achiever.
The story is about a boy born and brought into a lower-middle-class family in
Moviya, Gujarat. After completing 10th grade, he chose the science stream. He
completed his Class 11 and had to pay Rs. 2500, however, he couldn’t afford to
pay that much money. So, he decided to drop out of the studies and started
working as a labourer to support his family.
Every day, he used to go to the Diamond factory by cycling 7 km. On holidays, he
worked as a daily wage labourer on a farm to earn some extra money. One day,
when he was returning from his work, his school friends stopped him. They
started teasing the boy and mocked him for not completing his studies.
This incident made him think about his life. “What am I doing with my life?” “Is this
the way I want to spend my rest of the life?” The boy decided to continue his
studies. He somehow managed to complete his Class 12 in commerce stream.
Then, he took some money from his father and went to a city for Under
Graduation. To afford his college fees, he started working as an office boy. In the
morning, he was a college boy, and in the afternoon, he was an office boy.
The boy completed his graduation and post-graduation by working this way. One
day, he came across a news article saying, “You too can become a government
officer”. The boy read the article and decided that he wanted to be a government
officer. He started preparing for the exam. He successfully passed the exam and
became a Class-2 officer. He did not stop there. He aspired to become a class-1
officer. He appeared for the GAS exam and cleared it by securing the third rank in
entire Gujarat.
Still, he was not someone to stop there. He decided to become an IAS officer, so
he worked wholeheartedly and sincerely for eight years. After eight years of
rigorous service, he cleared the exam and became an IAS officer.
His name is Shailesh Sagpariya, a man who has seen a hard time from his
childhood and has paved his way by overcoming all the problems. Currently, he is
a Deputy Director in SPIPA, Rajkot. He has written many books and articles for
Civil Service examinations. Also, he is a top-notch Motivational speaker and has
published more than 30 books, wherein most of them have been declared as best
seller.
(Source- Mr. Shailesh Sagpariya’s Speech at Sardar Smruti Bhavan, Surat)
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Talent Hunt 2020

This year, virtual ‘Talent Hunt’ event was organised by ‘Kalanidhi’ - The
Cultural Committee of ICNU on September 11, 2020. The event was organized
for the new batch of students at ICNU which provided for a kick start in
interaction among first years and also between new juniors and existing
seniors.
The programme was inaugurated by Dean – Prof. (Dr.) Udai Paliwal along
with faculty members and student coordinators. Several students participated
in various cultural, theatre, art and literary activities like dance (western and
classical), singing, instrumental event, creative writing, poetry, monologue,
stand-up comedy, best out of waste, and various other events. Despite being
an online activity, participants managed to take time and made efforts to
perform and submit wonderful entries.
A large audience from ICNU joined the virtual session to witness short glimpses
of all the participants presenting their different talents. Hundreds of
compliments and appreciations flooded on virtual chat and the whole
programme went quite enthusiastically. The faculties were appointed as judges
for different events respectively and the results were announced by Event Coordinator - CS Karishma Butani.

Coffee never knew that it would taste so nice and sweet, before it met milk
and sugar. We are good as individuals but become better when we meet and
blend with the right people.
-Anonymous
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Winners of Talent Hunt 2020
EVENTS

WINNER NAME

SINGING:
VOCAL
INSTRUMENTAL
DANCE :
WESTERN
CLASSICAL
CREATIVE WRITING
POETRY :
HINDI
ENGLISH
MONOLOGUE
STAND-UP COMEDY
BEST OF WASTE
DRAWING/PAINTING
FRUIT CARVING

RUNNER-UP

Sarthak Vijay
Aryan Lakhera

Harsh Soni
Mishri Gandhi

Jhanvi Gaur
Kamya Maheshwari
Aryan Lakhera

Iliyaz Basha
Mehak Joshi
Soumya Dalwani

Naman Jain
Ankit Singh
Saket Patel
Meet Veervani
Parul Prasad
Saket Patel
Nehal Maheshwari

Sakshi Nyati
Rutvi Shah
Nandini Vacchani
Yatri Patel
Priyanka Rathi
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Webinar on Future of Higher Education in India
The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted almost all the sectors of the economy,
including the education sector. Amid the pandemic, the recently approved New
Education Policy 2020 outlines the vision of India’s Education System and guides
the future of the education system in India. In the light of the current
developments in the education sector, the alumni association of Institute of
Commerce, Nirma University organized a webinar on the theme of “Future of
Higher Education in India” on Friday, September 18, 2020.
Mr Alok Mishra – Director, Development
Monitoring and Evaluation Office (DMEO), NITI
Aayog, was the keynote speaker of the Webinar.
Prof.(Dr.) Udai Lal Paliwal – Dean, ICNU welcomed
the guests, faculty members and students in the
workshop. Speaking on occasion, Mr Alok Mishra
emphasized on the essential issues related to the
future of higher education in India.
Sir started with the economics of education and
discussed the returns on education. Speaking on the
disruption in higher education due to COVID-19, he
emphasized on the need for innovation in the field
of online platforms available for teaching and
learning. He said that the implementation of the New Education policy would
provide flexibility to the students and thus called for the requirement of upgradation of the quality of teaching and learning in higher educational
institutions.
Mr. Ashutosh Pandey moderated the event and the question-answer round. A
total number of around 150 participants from 17 different states of India
participated in the event.
FUN FACT:
"Buy one - get one free" may be a marketing gimmick. But it is true in real life in many sense.
We buy (i.e. harbouring this emotion) anger and get acidity free.
We buy jealousy and get headache free.
We buy hatred and get ulcer free.
We buy stress and get blood pressure free and so on.
Conversely, if we buy trust, we get friendship free.
If we buy exercise, we get health free.
If we buy peace, we get prosperity free.
If we buy honesty, we get sleep free.
If we buy LOVE, we get all good virtues free.
May God bless us with the wisdom to buy right things for a healthy and purposeful life.
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खुद से मलना चाहता ं
By Naman Jain (Sem I)

ज़ दगी क भाग दौड़ म,
अब कह ठहर जाना चाहता ,ं
रात म न म को सुनते ए,
ज़ दगी का सुकून चाहता ं |
कोई शकवा नह है कसी से अब मुझे,
यूं क अब मै रहाई चाहता ,ं
अपनी नया मै कह खो जाना चाहता ं,
अब मै खुद से मलना चाहता ं....
बा रश के पानी म झुमना चाहता ,ं
और भरे पानी मै आंख से आंख मलाकर,
रंग मेरी ह का दे खना चाहता ,ं
उन हवा मै अपने ज़ मो को सहलाना चाहता ,ं
अब तो बस मै खुद से मलना चाहता ं....

यूँ तो ब त दद है मेरी ज़ दगी म,
मगर उ ह मै खुले आम नीलाम नह करना चाहता
ं,
और तुम पूछोगे ज़ र, या दद ए मुसा फर,
मगर अब मै उन सवाल को सुनना ही नह चाहता
ं,
दद कैसा और कसने दया,
अब यह म सोचना ही नह चाहता |
ं
अब तो बस मै खुद से मलना चाहता ं|
खूद का वजूद,
जो खोया मैने, तु हे पाने के लए,
अब उस वजूद को,अब उस नर को,
नया को दखाना चाहता ,ं
खुदपर ऐतबार करना चाहता ,ं
अब बस मै खुद से मलना चाहता |
ं

Covered with blood, the girl was shrieking and crying in pain when they all smiled
and cheered looking at her. Certainly, birth is simply beautiful!
By Amisha Gupta (Sem V)
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Panel Discussion on Assuring Quality in Higher Education
Institute of Commerce, and Institute of Management, Nirma University, jointly
organized an online panel discussion, on September 29, 2020 via WebEx
platform, on the theme “Assuring Quality in Higher Education”.
The panelists invited to the discussion were Dr Anup K Singh – Director General,
Nirma University, Ahmedabad; Dr Bhagwati Prakash Sharma, Vice-Chancellor –
Gautam Buddha University, Greater Noida; Dr Shailendra Singh, Director –
Indian Institute of Management, Ranchi; and Dr Nilay Yajnik, Provost (Vice
Chancellor) – Navrachana University, Vadodara.
Dr Rajesh K Jain (Professor, Institute of Management, Nirma University,
Ahmedabad) and Dr.Udai Lal Paliwal (Dean, Institute of Commerce, Nirma
University, Ahmedabad) were the hosts. The discussion was attended by 268
participants including faculty members, researchers, experts and students of
various Universities and Institutes across India.

Dr Rajesh K Jain and Dr Udai Lal Paliwal in talk with Dr Shailendra Singh and event participants during panel
discussion

Dr. Anup K Singh opined that the Indian higher education system is full of
contradictions. He suggested that the institutions themselves have a duty to
preserve and enhance quality, as the institutions of national significance which
are not regulated. Dr. B P Sharma underlined that the higher education
institutions (HEI) in India are overregulated and should be given greater
autonomy and trust should be placed on the boards of universities and academic
councils of universities for bringing quality and innovation. Dr. Shailendra Singh
insisted that the number and quality of the faculty, infrastructure or support
system, and curriculum development should be a priority. Dr. Nilay Yajnik said
that quality in education is something that should happen on its own in the first
place and that the requirements of the accreditation organizations should not be
necessary. He believed that by promoting collaboration with different national
and international higher education institutions and Industry quality can be
enhanced.
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ICNU Shines
Events
Position
Raas Garba
Third
Essay Writing
Second
Jugaad se Kamaal
Third
National Level Events
Second
SMPIC
Education Revolution
First
Poetry

Name
Rushil Thakkar
Snigdha Dubey
Mishri Gandhi
Mishri Gandhi

Semester
III
I
III
III

Mishri Gandhi

III

"Everyone has something to loose and something to win, but not everyone’s
heart is made of gold and mind of steel. So believe yours is and you will work
your way out of everything.”
By: Nimisha Jain (Sem III)
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Foundation Day Celebration
ICNU celebrated its Fourth Foundation Day
on Wednesday, October 7, 2020 from 11.00
am to 4.00 pm virtually on Cisco Webex
Platform. The programme began with a brief
welcome address by the Dean – Prof.Udai
Paliwal to the Chief Guest, Faculty and
Students of ICNU. The Chief Guest of the
program CS Ashish Garg, President at
Institute of Company Secretaries of India,
New Delhi was welcomed virtually.
CS Ashish Grag addressed the gathering on
“New Career Avenues for Commerce
Graduates: EDUCATION TRENDS POST COVID-19” and inspired many students.
Dr Anup Singh Sir – Director General, Nirma University offered the presidential
remarks and congratulated the Institute on its four years of establishment.
Students of first and second years delivered music and dance performances.
The post lunch celebrations begin with a skit delivered by the Anti-Ragging
Committee students of the Institute. Further, on the occasion of Breast Cancer
Awareness Month (October 1 – October 30), the institute welcomed Dr. Nidhi
Gupta – Assistant Professor, Department of Radiation Oncology, Government
Medical College and Hospital, Chandigarh as a Guest Speaker to deliver a session
and to spread awareness among the young minds on “Cancer: Causes,
Symptoms, and Treatment with Emphasis on Breast Cancer”.
Finally, the event concluded with felicitation of student achievers for the
academic year 2019-20. The function was wrapped up with a formal vote of
thanks proposed by CS Karishma Butani.
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The Crescent Existence
By: Isha Surti (Sem V)
“Wake up Barbie, Ken is waiting outside!”
I turned up. It was a Sunday morning with seven missed calls on my phone. The
coziness of my woollen blanket has magical powers to hold me into it. I broke
the chains of laziness by collecting all my energy and piled out of it. That lazy
caterpillar of me has much more to grow in itself. The beautiful and not much
energetic sunbeams with those dusty roads were ready to glow my face up with
its elegant touch. Probably, my food and not Ken is waiting for me and huh….
Who was Barbie then? And where did Ken go? This is me, living in that fairy tale’s
world. The splendid and fantastic fantasy, the empty thoughts and my foolish
brain, ha-ha…
“Couldn’t I get an ice-cream now?” this is what my freaking brain is asking me
now “And what about a cup full of coffee with sizzling brownie” my clever heart
added “Two pieces of Gulab Jamun would replace them nicely” my tummy
shouted “My want is to have a glass of Iced Lemon Mint Mojito.” oh, this was
crazy watery tongue. But I am no sorrier for my food demands now, because this
has become the story of my life. My Every Time Partner, this tag now perfectly
fits to food. I can always count on it.
But all your apt brainy minds would be thinking “This isn’t the reality ISHA, come
out of dreams, wake up, open your eyes and try to look at the material things.
This is not how actually world looks like.”
Here and now, my world is out of The Actuality, different from your perceptions
and totally unsubstantial. Number of sports car, my house lighted with the Stars
followed by fragrance of the Moon, decorated by grace of the Sun and food all
around is my kind of allusion. My Fairy Tale World, where I met the most
magnificent souls and the best charms of my life. Those enchanting nights hum
a pleasant to hear song and always reminds me of all the love of my life. That
elegant beauty is non-descriptive. And perceiving my love regarding adventure is
another adventure I am moving towards. Huh….
“Reality, hope to see you soon.” my soul screamed.
Indeed, I realized!
"Wake me up when its all over"
said a hopeful heart to a practical mind.
-Anonymous
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Why People Hate Work?
By: Kushagra Rao (Sem V)
Most people in the world hate working. Working or precisely doing your job
means doing that particular thing every day. We spend most of our lives working
so, technically hating work means hating life. Why it happens? Why you don’t like
working?
Personally, I hate it because: I have to wait for the weekend all week to get some
rest and do what currently interest me. I find work either exhausting, boring,
stressful, unhealthy or dangerous, so I can’t actually like it. I could do so many
stuff instead but I have to pay the bills. You can’t actually do your own business
instead because the big dogs will eat you alive… I work so I can live but I either
don’t have the money or the time to live, so it seems pointless, but I have no
other option. The basic concept is that we humans don’t like to do anything out
of compulsion. Anything we do out of compulsion becomes work for us and
everything we choose for ourselves is fun.
Take for example, lifting. If I tell you to lift heavy loads as a worker, then you will
frown upon it. On the other hand, you will lift the heaviest weights in gym
because now it’s your hobby and you love those muscles. When I read my
textbooks, I have to use my GIGANTIC WILL POWER, but when I read a novel, my
mind flows like lightning and thunder. Now everyone should start following this
“work and play principle’’ and it really works. When you pursue your hobbies,
then you do it very seriously as if your life depends on it and when you work, try
to enjoy every bit and learn things in a fun way.
“Work is either fun or drudgery, it depends on your Attitude.” - Colleen C.
Barret

हर वाइश पूरी क जा सकती ह
तुम तु हारे आसमान से मलो तो सही
हर मु कल आसान हो सकती ह
तुम एक बार ह मत करो तो सही
हर सपना सच कया जा सकता है
तुम खुद से सवाल करना छोड़ो तो सही
हर मं ज़ल सहज लगने लगेगी
एक बार सब को छोड़ कर खुद पर भरोसा करो तो सही!
- Nimisha Jain (Sem III)
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- Paridhi Patel (Sem III)
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